《The Mysterious CEO》
23, 'sReally to go?'s
Si Li already selected a bright red mermaid dress for Lu Lan and a diamond necklace
and bracelet which had a sharp of the stars and which perfectly matched with the dress
and will attract the attention for all.
Also he hired the best stylist in the country Z for Lu Lan. Lu Lan saw herself in the
mirror after stylist was done with her makeup. Lu Lan was stunned and heart skipped a
beat.
"Is this really me?" Lu Lan was still in the dazing unable to understand that the person
in the mirror was really her or some fairy.
"Yes, Miss Lu. It's really you. Miss Lu, can I suggest to something?" Stylist said.
"Yes, please" Lu Lan smile at her.
"Why don't you join the Entertainment Industries?"
"I am sure your fans will go crazy when they saw how beautiful are you?" Of course,
the stylist had done the makeup of many artists but they couldn't please the eyes of a
stylist. The one who did it, sadly she was not in the Entertainment Industries.
"Thank you for your suggestion but I have my dream" Lu Lan softly reject the stylist.
Stylist understand that everyone has different dreams and of course, she was the wife
of legendarySi Li, so he wouldn't dare to force her "No worry Miss Lu"
At the same time Si Li entered in the room. He wore a navy blue retro handmade suit
with bow tie. Out of his front pocket sat a red handkerchief with matched with Lu
Lan's dress. His face was calm, reassuring demeanour.

"Really to go?" Si Li asked Lu Lan
Lu Lan smile and nodded.
Si Li moved forward extending his hand for her.

Lu Lan smiled at him and held his hand and wayed to outward.
A limousine was waiting for them outside the penthouse. Seeing all this arrangements
Lu Lan somehow understood what Si Li have planned.
Lu Mansion.
Mansion was fully decorated with lighting and it was shining brightly in the night. As
Lus had high status in the society so many high-class society families were invited and
because Lu Xuelon was in Entertainment Industries so many celebrities were also
invited.
Therefore media wouldn't leave this opportunity so they gathered near the mansion in
case they got to have some highlighted news.
As a lady head of the Lu family, Madam Lu was looking elegant and calm in a
champagne-coloured gown and had a bright smile on her face and as she greeted every
guest with Master Lu.
"Mother, you look so beautiful today" Lu Xuelon smiley pleased her mother in front of
all the guest.
"Ohhh… Come on dear, My beaut is not as great as yours" Madam Lu softly said.
Lu Xuelon wore a white gown, as Si Li was going to attend this party so she had done
a lot of preparation.
"Ohhh… Madam Lu…Xiao Xuelon is right and after all her beauty has also come
from you" One of a lady tried to get in the good terms of Madam Lu. They have
already heard the rumours of Si Li presence in this party and his engagement with Lu
Xuelon. So as matter of fact everyone tried to impressed Madam Lu.
"Aunty is right, Mother"
"Madam Lu, we heard that Young Master Si Li is also going to attend this party, it is
true?"
"Of Course, Miss Gu. He will be going to attend the party, after all, it's his in-law's
party, right Madam Lu?"
Heard these discussions, Lu Xuelon's face blushed which shows the confirmation for
their engagement.
"Madam Lu, you are very lucky that you have a wonderful daughter and now you will

be having a wonderful son-in-law also"
"Of course, Xiao Xuelon was also doing great in the Entertainment Industries and I
have heard that Mr Si is giving his full support to his beloved fiancé"
Madam Lu and Lu Xuelon were on the upper of the sky and their faces had a big smile.
"Ohhh… Look Elder Si is here…."

